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Extending Association Rule Summarization Techniques
to Assess Risk of Diabetes Mellitus
György J. Simon, Member, IEEE, Pedro J. Caraballo, Terry M. Therneau, Steven S. Cha,
M. Regina Castro and Peter W. Li
Abstract—Early detection of patients with elevated risk of developing diabetes mellitus is critical to the improved prevention and overall
clinical management of these patients. We aim to apply association rule mining to electronic medical records (EMR) to discover sets
of risk factors and their corresponding subpopulations that represent patients at particularly high risk of developing diabetes. Given the
high dimensionality of EMRs, association rule mining generates a very large set of rules which we need to summarize for easy clinical
use. We reviewed four association rule set summarization techniques and conducted a comparative evaluation to provide guidance
regarding their applicability, strengths and weaknesses. We proposed extensions to incorporate risk of diabetes into the process of
ﬁnding an optimal summary. We evaluated these modiﬁed techniques on a real-world prediabetic patient cohort. We found that all four
methods produced summaries that described subpopulations at high risk of diabetes with each method having its clear strength. For our
purpose, our extension to the Buttom-Up Summarization (BUS) algorithm produced the most suitable summary. The subpopulations
identiﬁed by this summary covered most high-risk patients, had low overlap and were at very high risk of diabetes.
Index Terms—Data Mining, Association Rules, Survival Analysis, Association Rule Summarization
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I NTRODUCTION

Diabetes mellitus is a growing epidemic that affects 25.8
million people in the U.S. (8% of the population), and
approximately 7 million of them do not know they have
the disease [5]. Diabetes leads to signiﬁcant medical
complications including ischemic heart disease, stroke,
nephropathy, retinopathy, neuropathy and peripheral
vascular disease. Early identiﬁcation of patients at risk
of developing diabetes is a major healthcare need. Appropriate management of patients at risk with lifestyle
changes and/or medications can decrease the risk of
developing diabetes by 30% to 60% [8], [18]. Multiple risk factors have been identiﬁed affecting a large
proportion of the population. For example, prediabetes
(blood sugar levels above normal range but below the
level of criteria for diabetes) is present in approximately
35% of the adult population and increases the absolute
risk of diabetes 3 to 10 fold depending on the presence
of additional associated risk factors, such as obesity,
hypertension, hyperlipidemia, etc. [21]. Comprehensive
medical management of this large portion of the population to prevent diabetes represents an unbearable burden
to the healthcare system.
In response to the pressing need to identify patients
at high risk of diabetes early, numerous diabetes risk
indices (risk scores) have been developed. Some of
these indices (e.g. the Framingham score [20]) gained
acceptance in clinical practice and are used as guidance
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in treatment: patients presenting high risk scores are
treated more aggressively. These scores only provide a
quantiﬁcation of the risk, they are not suggestive of the
factors that may have caused the elevation of the risk.
Moreover, these scores utilize individual risk factors in
an additive fashion without taking interactions among
them into account.
Diabetes is part of the metabolic syndrome, which
is a constellation of diseases including hyperlipidemia
(elevated triglyceride and low HDL levels), hypertension
(high blood pressure) and and central obesity (with body
mass index exceeding 30 kg/m2 ). These diseases interact
with each other, with cardiac and vascular diseases and
thus understanding and modeling these interactions is
important.
Association rules are implications that associate a set
of potentially interacting conditions (e.g. high BMI and
the presence of hypertension diagnosis) with elevated
risk. The use of association rules is particularly beneﬁcial, because in addition to quantifying the diabetes
risk, they also readily provide the physician with a
“justiﬁcation”, namely the associated set of conditions.
This set of conditions can be used to guide treatment
towards a more personalized and targeted preventive
care or diabetes management.
While association rules themselves can be easily interpreted, the resulting rule sets can sometimes be very
large, eroding the interpretability of the rule set as a
whole. Especially, in this work, we consider a rich set
of risk factors, namely co-morbid diseases, laboratory results, medications and demographic information that are
commonly available in electronic medical record (EMR)
systems. With such an extensive set of risk factors, the set
of discovered rules grows combinatorially large, to a size
that severely hinders interpretation. To overcome this
challenge, we applied rule set summarization techniques
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to compress the original rule set into a more compact set
that can be interpreted with ease.
A number of successful association rule set summarization techniques have been proposed [10] but no clear
guidance exists regarding the applicability, strengths
and weaknesses of these techniques. The focus of this
manuscript is to review and characterize four existing
association rule summarization techniques and provide
guidance to practitioners in choosing the most suitable
one. A common shortcoming of these techniques is their
inability to take diabetes risk–a continuous outcome–
into account. In order to make these techniques more
appropriate, we had to minimally modify them: we extend them to incorporate information about continuous
outcome variables.
Speciﬁcally, our key contributions are as follows.
•

•

•

2

We present a clinical application of association rule
mining to identify sets of co-morbid conditions (and
the patient subpopulations who suffer from these
conditions) that imply signiﬁcantly increased risk of
diabetes.
Association rule mining on this extensive set of
variables resulted in an exponentially large set of
association rules. We extended four popular association rule set summarization techniques (mainly from
the review [10]) by incorporating the risk of diabetes
into the process of ﬁnding an optimal summary.
Our main contribution is a comparative evaluation
of these extended summarization techniques that
provides guidance to practitioners in selecting an
appropriate algorithm for a similar problem.

R ELATED W ORKS

A diabetes index is in essence a predictive model that
assigns a score to a patient based on his estimated risk
of diabetes. Collins et al. [7] conducted an extensive
survey of diabetes indices describing the risk factors
and the modeling technique that these indices utilized.
They found that most indices were additive in nature
and none of the surveyed indices have taken interactions
among the risk factors into account.
While we are not aware of any new diabetes index
published after the survey, a recent study [12] focusing
on the metabolic syndrome (of which diabetes is a
component) represents a signiﬁcant development. Kim et
al. used association rule mining to systematically explore
co-occurrances of diagnosis codes. The resulting association rules do not constitute a diabetes index because
the study does not designate a particular outcome of
interest and they do not assess or predict the risk of
diabetes in patients, but they discovered some signiﬁcant
associations between diagnosis codes.
We have recently undertaken a diabetes study [4]
where we aimed to discover the relationships among
diseases in the metabolic syndrome. We used the same
cohort as this current study, however, we included only

eight diagnosis codes and age as predictors. We discovered association rules involving some of these eight
diagnosis codes, assessed the risk of diabetes that these
rules confer on patients and presented the rules as a
progression graph depicting how patients progress from
a healthy state towards diabetes.
We demonstrated that the approach found clinically
meaningful association rules that are consistent with our
medical expectation.
With only eight predictor variables, the size of the
discovered rule set was modest–13 signiﬁcant rules–
and consequently, interpretation was straightforward.
Naturally, no rule-set summarization was necessary.

3

BACKGROUND

In our current work, we extend our previous study [4]
by incorporating a wide variety of predictors alongside
the diagnosis codes. We use the same methodology of
combining survival analysis and distributional association rule mining. In this section, we review the basic
concepts underlying this methodology: survival analysis,
association rule mining and we describe how these two
techniques can be combined to ﬁnd association rules
with survival outcomes.
3.1

Survival Analysis

Survival analysis [17] is a statistical modeling technique
that constructs predictive models on time-to-event data
under censoring. Censoring takes place when we fail
to obtain full information about a patient. For example,
if a patient drops out of the study, we may know that
he did not develop diabetes during the time period we
could observe him, but we do not know whether he
ultimately developed diabetes by the end of the study.
The ability to use such partial information and the ability
to take time into account are the key characteristics
of survival analysis making it a mainstay technique in
clinical research.
In our study we are concerned with two types of
events: progression to diabetes and last follow-up. We
deﬁne a status variable indicating whether a patient
progressed to diabetes at any time during the study
and we also deﬁne follow-up, which is the time from
the beginning of the study to progression to diabetes or
last follow-up, whichever occurred earlier. Last followup denotes the last encounter when data is available
about the patient. Note that patients who progressed to
diabetes are no longer followed as far as survival models
are concerned. Our deﬁnitions of follow-up time and
status are consistent with the same terms in [17] 1 .
In our study, the survival model of our choice is the
Cox proportional hazard model [17, Ch. 3]. The Cox
model is a regression model, hence we can specify a
matrix of covariates–beside follow-up time–that may
1. All patients “entered” the study exactly at the beginning of the
study
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effect the diabetes outcome. Such covariates could be age
and gender.
For each patient, the Cox model can predict the expected number E of diabetes events before the end of
the study. This number can be compared to the observed
number O of events. Since patient do not “heal” from
diabetes, O is either 0 or 1 and coincides with the
status. The difference O − E is the martingale residual.
The martingale residual denotes the excess number of
diabetes events not explained by the follow-up time or
the covariates.
3.2

Association Rule Mining

Let an item be a binary indicator signifying whether
a patient possesses the corresponding risk factor. E.g.
the item htn indicates whether the patient has been
diagnosed with hypertension. Let X denote the item
matrix, which is a binary covariate matrix with rows representing patients and the columns representing items.
An itemset is a set of items: it indicates whether the
corresponding risk factors are all present in the patient.
If they are, the patient is said to be covered by the itemset
(or the itemset applies to a patient).
An association rule is of form I → J, where I and J
are both itemsets. The rule represents an implication that
if J is likely to apply to a patient given that I applies.
The itemset I is the antecedent and J is the consequent
of the rule.
The strength and “signiﬁcance” of the association is
traditionally quantiﬁed through the support and conﬁdence measures. The support of an itemset is the number
of patients covered by that itemset and the conﬁdence
of a rule R : I → J, is the fraction of patients covered
by J among those who are covered by I.
In association rule mining, items do not play particular
roles: there are no designated predictor variables or
outcome variables. In other words, any item can appear
in the antecedent of one rule and in the consequent
of another. Predictive association rule mining [13], [24]
represented the ﬁrst departure from this paradigm by
designating a speciﬁc item as an outcome. The consequent of the predictive association rules is always the
designated outcome item. Regressive association rules
[15] and quantitative association rules [3] further expanded this paradigm allowing for a continuous outcome variable y to serve as the “consequent” of a rule.
Let y(I) denote the outcome in the subpopulation of
patients that is covered by I; there is one y(I) value for
each patient. Further, let ȳ(I) denote the subpopulation
mean outcome, the mean of y(I) values across patients
to whom I applies. Analogously to the original association rule formulation, regressive association rules are
also implications: they state that patients who present
condition(s) I (antecedent) have outcome ȳ(I) on average.
Suppose that y denotes a continuous variable that
quantiﬁes the risk of diabetes. By comparing the sub-

population mean outcome ȳ(I) for the affected subpopulation (patients who present the antecedent I) to the
mean outcome ȳ(¬I) of the unaffected subpopulation
(patients missing at least one condition from I), we can
assess the importance of I as a risk factor. For example,
if y denotes the number of diabetes events then the
metric RR = ȳ(I)/ȳ(¬I) is called the relative risk and it
signiﬁes that patients with condition(s) I are RR times
more likely to progress to diabetes than patients missing
at least one condition from I.
Unfortunately, in some cases, the difference in the
outcome between these two subpopulations cannot be
sufﬁciently captured using the mean outcome, sometimes the distributional form of the outcome also plays
a role. Distributional association rule can capture such
differences.
3.3

Distributional Association Rules

A distributional association rule is deﬁned by an itemset I and is an implication that for a continuous outcome
y, its distribution between the affected and the unaffected subpopulations is statistically signiﬁcantly different. For example, the rule {htn, fibra} indicates that
the patients both presenting hypertension (high blood
pressure) and taking statins (cholesterol drugs) have a
signiﬁcantly higher chance of progression to diabetes
than the patients who are either not hypertensive or do
not have statins prescribed. Since each rule is deﬁned
by an itemset, we use the words ‘rule’ and ‘itemset’
interchangeably.
The discovery of distributional association rules consists of two steps. In the ﬁrst step, a suitable set of
itemsets is discovered and in the second step, the set of
itemsets is ﬁltered so that only the statistically signiﬁcant
ones are returned as distributional association rules.
Itemset Discovery. Most if not all itemset enumeration
algorithms can be used to discover itemsets. We used
the Reorder algorithm [16], a variant of the well-known
Apriori algorithm [2] that only discovers candidate itemsets that contain speciﬁc items—the item corresponding
to the (binary) diabetes outcome in our case.
Testing Statistical Signiﬁcance. For each discovered
itemset, we have to test whether the outcome distribution in the affected and the unaffected subpopulations
are indeed different. A generic statistical test, the Wilcox
test, is always applicable, however, when the outcome
variable follows a known distribution more powerful
tests can be applied. For example, when y represents
the number of diabetes events (count outcome following
Poisson distribution), the Poisson test is a better choice.
Testing the signiﬁcance for a large number of itemsets
constitutes simultaneous hypothesis testing and hence
Bonferroni correction is needed. We form a distributional
association rule from an itemset, if it remains statistically
signiﬁcant after Bonferroni correction.
A note on the Computational Burden of Itemset
Discovery. In this study, we used the Reorder algorithm
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to discover itemsets that cover sufﬁcient number of
diabetes patients. More effective algorithms could be
developed based on more recent paradigms such as
discriminative pattern mining [9]. In our experience,
however, the bottleneck of the association rule mining
methodology lies in the loss of statistical power due
to simultaneous hypothesis testing rather than in the
computational cost of discovering the itemsets.
3.4 Distributional Association Rules for Survival
Outcomes
As we mentioned before, our study has a time-to-event
(time to diabetes) outcome with censoring. The general
strategy for handling such outcomes in distributional
association rule mining is to construct a survival model
and to use the residuals of the model as a continuous
outcome for distributional association rule mining.
Speciﬁcally, we construct a Cox proportional hazards
survival model using diabetes status and follow-up time
as the (survival) outcome; and we use age and gender
as covariates. Age and gender are unmodiﬁable (and
thus therapeutically uninteresting) factors that inﬂuence
the diabetes progression. Next, we calculate the martingale residual, the difference between the expected and
observed number of diabetes events. The martingale
residual is the excess risk of diabetes that cannot be
explained by age, gender or follow-up time, but can
be explained (at least partially) by the combinations
(itemsets) of the remaining risk factors.
In the third step, we use distributional association
rules to link an itemset I with a continuous consequent,
the martingale residual in this case. The implication is
that patients covered by I have a statistically significantly different (higher or lower) distribution of the
martingale residual then patients not covered by I, thus
I can explain some of the variability in the martingale
residual. Given that the martingale residuals quantify the
patients’ risk of diabetes after having taken age, gender
and follow-up into account, a distributional association
rules implies that the patient to whom I applies have
a statistically signiﬁcantly higher (or lower) risk of progression to diabetes, which cannot be attributed to their
age, gender or follow-up time but is attributable to the
set of conditions in I.
Since we are modeling diabetes events through a Cox
survival model, which is a semi-parametric counting
process, it is natural to use the Poisson test to determine
whether the risk of diabetes is signiﬁcantly higher (or
lower) in the affected subpopulation than in the unaffected subpopulation.
Our ability to exclude age, gender and follow-up
time as a potential explanation for the incurred risk
makes the distributional association rules substantially
more interpretable and clinically relevant than the traditional association rules; and the ability to automatically
incorporate potential interactions through the itemsets
makes this approach more ﬂexible and insightful than

traditional survival models. The key problem remaining,
however, is the sheer number of discovered distributional association rules.

4

M ETHOD

Applying our method of combining distributional association rule mining with survival analysis produced a
combinatorially large number of (statistically signiﬁcant)
rules. Many of these rules are slight variants of each
other leading to the obfuscation of the clinical patterns
underlying the ruleset. One remedy to this problem,
which constitutes the main focus of this work, is to
summarize the ruleset into a smaller set that is easier
to overview.
We ﬁrst review the existing rule set and database summarization methods, then propose a generic framework
that these methods ﬁt into and ﬁnally, we extend these
methods so that they can take a continuous outcome
variable (the martingale residual in our case) into account.
4.1

Rule Set and Database Summarization

The goal of rule set summarization is to represent a set I
of rules with a smaller set A of rules such that I can
be recovered from A with minimal loss of information.
Since a rule is deﬁned by a single itemset, we will use
‘itemset’ in place of ‘rule’ meaning the ‘itemset that
deﬁnes the rule’. Data set summarization is a slightly
different problem. In case of data set summarization, the
goal is to represent a data set D with a smaller set A of
itemsets such that the data set can be recovered from A
with minimal loss.
A number of techniques have been proposed to solve
these problems.We divide these techniques into two
broad categories.
Technqiues in the ﬁrst category [1], [6], [23], [22] are
based on greedy set coverage. These methods aim to ﬁnd
the summary set A through greedily selecting itemsets
that minimize the loss of information. Speciﬁcally, the
criterion they optimize is related to coverage (itemsets
in I are extensions of the itemsets in A) and coverage
errors (itemsets in A implicitly imply the existence of
itemsets not in I).
Techniques in second category (e.g. [14], [11] and [19])
are more concerned with the statistical independence
of itemsets and the ability of the summary set A to
recover the frequencies at which the itemsets in I occur
in the database. Our interest does not lie in recovering
the itemset frequencies; our goal is to compress the
potentially very large set I and still accurately recover
the diabetes risks of patients. Therefore, in the following
sections, we focus on the methods in the ﬁrst category.
4.1.1 Summarization Based on Greedy Set Coverage
Summarization methods based on greedy set coverage
share a common problem formulation as follows: given
a loss criterion L, construct a set A consisting of k
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itemsets all drawn from I or a superset of I such
that A minimizes L. The problem is NP-hard and an
approximate solution is obtained using some variant of
sequential coverage.
Algorithm 1 describes the outline of the sequential
coverage algorithm. First a set E of itemsets is generated, which forms the collection of itemsets from which
the summary rules A are selected. Typically E is the
same as I, but some algorithms add additional itemsets,
making it a superset of I. Initially A is empty and it is
constructed iteratively. In each iteration, the rule E in E
that minimizes L is selected and added to A. To avoid
selecting the same rule repeatedly, its effect is removed:
either the rule itself is discarded from E or the patients
covered by the rule are removed from the data set (so
that the criterion is not evaluated over these patients).
Algorithm 1 Sequential coverage
Input: Set I of itemsets, number k of summary rules
Output: Set A of itemsets, s.t. A minimizes the criterion
L
Generate an extended set E of itemsets based on I
A=Φ
while |A| < k do
A = arg minE∈E L(E)
Add A to A
Remove the effect of A
end while
The key differentiator among the algorithms is the
deﬁnition of the loss criterion. The loss criterion is
formulated such that it incorporates information about
the expression of the rule as well as the patient coverage
of the rule. Unfortunately, with the possible exception
of TopK, none of the methods incorporate an outcome
measure such as the risk of diabetes.
Before we describe the algorithms, we need to introduce some terms and notation. A rule A covers a rule
I if I ⊂ A. Let the set SA denote the rules in I that are
covered by rule A and let set DA denote the patients in
D that are covered by rule A. We also deﬁne a similarity
function between two itemsets A and I in terms of their
relative patient coverage (RPC) as
RP C(A, I) =

|DA ∩ DI |
|DA ∪ DI |

the portion of patients that both rules cover versus the
patients that at least one of them covers. Finally, let the
data coverage of an itemset I be

DC(I) =
Di,j ,
i∈I,j∈DI

where Di,j is 1 if risk factor i is present in patient j. Di,j
is summed over all patients j and items (risk factors) i
covered by I.
We describe the algorithms–with particular attention
to their loss function–in decreasing order of their reliance
on the expression of the rule.

APRX-COLLECTION. This algorithm summarizes item-

sets in I solely based on the expression (items) of
the itemset [1]. To illustrate the key idea behind
APRX-COLLECTION, consider a set I of itemsets, I =
{abc, abd, bcd, ab, ac, ad, bc, cd, a, b, c, d}. This set of itemsets can be covered with a single itemset abcd, which
introduces only one subitemset not present in the set
(false positive): acd. Note that abcd is not in I. Therefore,
ﬁrst, APRX-COLLECTION creates an extended set E of
itemsets through extending the itemsets in I by one or
two items. Then, it selects the rule E from E that covers
the most rules in I provided that E has a false positive
rate less than α, which is a user-deﬁned parameter.
Formally, a false positive occurs when a subset E  of E
is not present in I. The false positive rate is the number
of false positives over the total number of rules covered.
The loss criterion for a rule E in E is then deﬁned as

−|SE |, if false positive rate < α
Laprxc (E) =
0, otherwise,
where SE denotes the set of rules in I (!) covered by E.
Once a rule E is selected, it is added to A. E itself and
all rules covered by E are removed from E.
Note that the original APRX-COLLECTION algorithm
considers only closed itemsets. We refrain from doing so,
because itemsets implying the highest risks may not be
closed.
RPGlobal. RPGlobal constructs A from I without extending the set of rules: that is, E = I [23]. It still chieﬂy
operates on the expression of the rule, but it takes patient
coverage into account through the RPC. The selection
criterion is that each itemset E in A covers a maximal
number of itemsets in I and those itemsets differ from
E in patient coverage by no more than 1 − δ, where δ is
a user-deﬁned parameter. The loss criterion then can be
formulated as

−|SE |, if ∀I ∈ SE , RP C(E, I) > 1 − δ
Lrpglobal (E) =
0, otherwise.
Once a rule E has been selected, E and all rules covered
by E (SA ) are removed from E.
TopK. Unlike the previous algorithms, TopK primarily
operates on the patients as opposed to the rules [22]. In
addition, it introduces the concepts of signiﬁcance and
redundancy. In our context signiﬁcance corresponds to y,
the risk of diabetes. When multiple rules cover the same
patient, redundancy arises. Let us assume that rule A
has already been selected and we are considering rule E
for inclusion into A. Further assume that a patient exists
who is covered by both A and E. In that case, some of the
risk this patient is exposed to has already been accounted
for by A. In this spirit, the algorithm aims to construct
A from I (without extending it; E = I) such that the
signiﬁcance of A is maximized while the redundancy of
A is minimized. Formally, the redundancy of an itemset
A with respect to another itemset I is
redundancy(A, I) = RP C(A, I) min(y(A), y(I)).
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RP C(A, I) is the similarity in patient coverage, the
fraction of patients that are doubly covered, and
min(y(A), y(I)) can be thought of as the part of the risk
already accounted for by the rule already selected. When
no patient is covered by both A and I, redundancy
is 0; when A and I are identical, redundancy is y(A)
(y(A) = y(I)). The redundancy of an itemset I with
respect to a set A of itemsets is

The above formulae represent our general strategy.
For some of the algorithms, we may deviate from this
strategy to better align our extension with the original
spirit of the algorithm.

redundancy(A, I)

APRX-COLLECTION. In case of APRX-COLLECTION, each

=

max redundancy(A, I)

=

max RP C(A, I) min(y(A), y(I)).

A∈A
A∈A

The selection criterion of the algorithm is

original rules that it covers. In that case, we replace ȳ(A)
with meanS∈SA ȳ(S) leading to the loss criterion
L∗ (E) = −λmeanS∈SE ȳ(S) + (1 − λ)L(E).

summary rule A represents a set SA of original rules such
that every rule I in SA is covered by A and I lacks at
most 2 conditions (items) from A. The new criterion is
L∗aprxc (E) = −λmeanS∈SE ȳ(S) − (1 − λ)|SE |.

Ltopk (E) = redundancy(A, E).
Since redundancy(A, E) is maximal for an E already in
A, there is no need to remove E or the patients covered
by E.
BUS. BUS represents the far end of the spectrum in
terms of assigning importance to the expression of the
rule versus the patient coverage information [6]. The
objective of BUS is to construct a good summary of the
data set (as opposed to constructing a good summary
of the rule set). To this end, BUS utilizes an extended
set E, which is the union of the itemsets in I and the
individual transactions themselves D. Such an extended
set is beneﬁcial for example when outliers are present:
if no itemset in I describes a transaction adequately, the
transaction itself can be added to the summary.
BUS incrementally selects itemsets E from E such
that E maximizes the support and the data coverage.
Formally, the selection criterion is
Lbus (E) = −|DE | − DC(E).
Once a rule E has been selected and added to A, all
patients covered by E are removed from the data set.
4.2

Extensions to Account for Outcome.

With the exception of TopK, the above algorithms do not
take an outcome (risk of diabetes) into account when
constructing a summary. Even TopK does not have a
notion that rules with high risk are more interesting than
rules with average risk. In this section, we discuss how
we extended these techniques to incorporate the risk y
of diabetes as manifested by the martingale residual.
Since we are particularly interested in rules that predict high risk of diabetes, we can add ȳ(I)–the subpopulation mean risk of diabetes–to the criterion with a
weight λ that controls how much importance is assigned
to the risk and how much to the other components of
the criterion. Let L∗ (I) be the resulting criterion and L(I)
the original criterion
L∗ (I) = −λȳ(I) + (1 − λ)L(I).

(2)

(1)

For two of the algorithms, APRX-COLLECTION and RPGlobal, each summary rule A represents a set SA of

To improve the algorithm’s ability to discover high-risk
subpopulation, we concluded that λ = 1 was the best
choice.
RPGlobal. The essence of RPGlobal is to ﬁnd a cluster
SE of rules in I that can be summarized by a single rule
E. The requirement is that the rules covered by E cover
subpopulations that are very similar (essentially consist
of the same patients). To this end, RPGlobal utilizes the
user-deﬁned parameter δ to quantify the overlap of the
patient subpopulations. In the same vein, we extend this
requirement to apply to the risk of diabetes, as well, by
requiring that the risks of diabetes described by the rules
in SE differ at most by σ. The resulting criterion is
⎧
−|SE |, if ∀I ∈ SE ,
⎪
⎪
⎨
RP C(E, I) > 1 − δ and
∗
Lrpglobal (E) =
|ȳ(E) − ȳ(I)| < σ
⎪
⎪
⎩
0, otherwise.
The above loss function represents a deviation from
our strategy put forth in Equation 2, but it is more
consistent with the spirit of the original algorithm.
TopK. Extending TopK is straightforward and we follow
our recipe in Equation 1. The extended algorithm selects
the rule E which minimizes the criterion
L∗topk (E) = −λȳ(E) + (1 − λ)redundancy(A, E).
BUS. Extending BUS is also straightforward. Naturally,
numbers of cases other than 30 can also be used, but we
found that 30 worked best in our application.

−λȳ(F ) − (1 − λ)|DF |, if no. of cases ≥ 30
∗
Lbus =
0, otherwise.

5

E MPIRICAL E VALUATION

We evaluate these methods on the Mayo Clinic patient
data obtained during the study period from 1/1999 to
12/2004 with follow-up information available until the
summer of 2010. We included patients who were at risk
at any time during the study; that is, they did not have
diabetes before the beginning of the study and they had
fasting glucose level between 100 and 125 mg/dl. Fasting
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TABLE 1
Descriptions of the risk factors that appeared in any of
the summary rules
Factor
Conditions:
bmi
sbp
dbp
hdl

Description
body mass index I ≥ 30
systolic blood pressure ≥ 140
diastolic blood pressure ≥ 90
high-density lipoprotein < 40 for male
and < 50 for female
total cholesterol ≥ 200
triglyceride ≥ 150

tchol
trigl
Medications:
acearb
ACE inhibitor and angiotensin receptor
blocker
bb
Beta-blocker
ccb
Calcium-channel blocker
diuret
Diuretics
ﬁbra
Fibrates
statin
Statin
aspirin
Aspirin
Co-morbidities:
htn
Hypertension
tobacco Current smoker
ihd
Ischemic Heart Disease

glucose levels in excess of 125 mg/dl indicate diabetes.
A total of 23,828 patients satisﬁed the above inclusion
criterion. We will refer to them as the (study) cohort.
From this cohort, 2,002 patients developed diabetes by
the summer of 2010.
We computed the martingale residuals (risk of diabetes adjusted for age and follow-up) for these patients and discovered distributional association rules that
imply signiﬁcantly different distribution of martingale
residuals in the subpopulation covered by the rule as
compared with the entire study cohort. Requiring that
each subpopulation contains at least 50 incidents (so
that the expected number of incidents can be calculated
reliably), 808 rules were discovered. The distributional
difference between the subpopulation covered by the
rule and the complementary set of patients was insignificant for 100 rules at a .05 signiﬁcance level with Bonferroni correction. We aim to summarize the remaining
708 signiﬁcant rules into 10-30 summary rules.
The distributional association rules are characterized
by the following statistics. For rule R, let OR denote the
observed number of diabetes incidents in the subpopulation DR covered by R. Let ER denote the expected number of diabetes incidents in the subpopulation covered
by R

ER = O R −
yi ,
i∈DR

where yi is the martingale residual for patient i. The
relative risk of a set of risk factors that deﬁne R is
OR
.
RRR =
ER
The relative risk describes how much more likely is a
patient with a set of risk factors to progress to diabetes

relative to the average patient in the cohort: relative risk
of 1 indicates the exact same risk of progression as the
cohort in general; relative risk in excess of 1 signiﬁes
increased risk of diabetes in the subpopulation covered
by R.
First, we show the top 10 rules before summarization.
Then we show the top 10 rules obtained from each summarization technique and characterize them subjectively.
We will conclude this section by characterizing the entire
summary rule sets through three objective measures.
5.1

Rules Before Summarization

We use the top 10 original (unsummarized) rules to highlight the importance of interactions among the risk factors and we aim to motivate the need for summarization
through demonstrating the prevalence of redundancy in
the rule set.
TABLE 2
Top 10 rules before summarization in terms of relative
risk RR, expected ER and observed OR counts of
diabetes incidents in the covered subpopulation
RR
2.40
2.34
2.20
2.17
2.17
2.15
2.12
2.10
2.09
2.06

ER
21.70
24.33
25.91
27.66
30.48
29.75
26.88
25.74
33.98
33.54

OR
52
57
57
60
66
64
57
54
71
69

Rule
ﬁbra htn
bmi trigl acearb statin htn
hdl trigl acearb aspirin htn
bmi trigl acearb statin
bmi trigl acearb aspirin htn
bmi trigl aspirin ihd
bmi sbp trigl statin htn
hdl trigl diuret aspirin htn
bmi trigl statin aspirin htn
bmi trigl acearb aspirin

The ten rules that identiﬁed subpopulations with the
highest risk of progressing to diabetes are presented in
Table 2. For each rule R (and hence for each subpopulation identiﬁed by R), the table shows the relative
risk (RR) , expected ER and observed OR counts of
diabetes incidents in the covered subpopulation and the
rule itself.
Our at risk study cohort has 8.04 % prevalence rate
(2,002 of the 23,828 patients developed diabetes by 2010).
The ﬁrst rule states that patients with hypertension
diagnosis (htn) who need to take Fibrates (fibra) have
a relative risk of 2.4, giving them 18.22% chance of
developing diabetes at the average age and follow-up
time of the entire cohort. This subpopulation consists of
238 patients (not shown), out of which 52 developed diabetes. This corresponds to a 21.85% diabetes prevalence.
The difference between the 18.22% and 21.85% is due to
age adjustment. The subpopulation is on average older
than the entire cohort on average and this age difference
alone increased the rate of diabetes by 3.63 percentage
points.
Interaction. To illustrate the importance of interactions,
we also computed the risk due to each of the risk factors
and present these risks in Table 3.
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TABLE 3
The effect of the risk factors in isolation
RR
ER
Conditions:
1.186 912.49
1.023 561.11
0.977 673.19
1.103 827.76
Medications:
1.179 285.91
1.207 289.22
1.959
36.24
1.221 406.25
1.070 636.49
Co-morbidities:
1.207 678.71
1.103 307.31
1.062 231.60

OR

Rule

1082
574
658
913

bmi
sbp
hdl
trigl

337
349
71
496
681

acearb
diuret
ﬁbra
statin
aspirin

819
339
246

htn
tobacco
ihd

Consider the third rule: patients with low high-density
lipoproteins HDL (good cholesterol), high triglycerides
suffering from hypertension taking ACE/ARB (hypertension drug) and who take aspirin have a 2.2 relative
risk of progressing to diabetes. None of the risk factors
in the rule have a similar effect, the maximal relative risk
was approximately 1.2. Even combining the risk factors
additively in a Cox survival model would result in a
relative risk of 1.642.
More to the point, HDL by itself is not even a risk
factor–it has essentially no effect on the risk of diabetes.
However, the same rule with hdl omitted only carries a
relative risk of 1.603 (data not shown).
Redundancy. The rule-set depicted in Table 2 illustrates
the redundancy of the rules discovered by the algorithm.
Rules 2 through 6 are very similar, they essentially
identify very similar subpopulations: high triglycerides,
mostly obese (high bmi), diagnosed with hypertension,
taking hypertension drugs (ACE/ARB or Diuretics), and
possibly taking Statins (cholesterol drugs) and/or aspirin.
Aggregating these rules is not a trivial task. For example, we could try to aggregate the rules by merging
their subpopulations, resulting in a rule
{bmi, trigl, acearb, htn}
covering a subpopulation of 180 patients. This subpopulation has a relative risk of 1.8, which is substantially
lower than that of the original rules.
Alternatively, we could aggregate the conditions forming the rule
{hdl, bmi, trigl, acearb, htn, statin, aspirin}
This rule is indicative of extremely high risk (RR=3.49),
but it only applies to 83 patients with 24 incidents. With
so few incidents, the estimate of the relative risk may
not be reliable.

5.2

Summarized Rule Sets

Next, we present the rule sets generated by the extended
summarization algorithms. For each algorithm, we used
the parameter settings that provided the best results. For
APRX-COLLECTION, we used α = .1, λ = 1; for RPGlobal,
we used δ = .5, σ = .2, λ = .98; for TopK, we used λ = .2;
and for BUS, we used λ = 1. Note that λ signiﬁcantly
differs from 1 only for TopK, which already takes the
risk of diabetes into account in the original loss criterion
(in the calculation of redundancy).
5.2.1 APRX-COLLECTION
The summary created by APRX-COLLECTION is shown
in Table 4. The APRX-COLLECTION algorithm ﬁnds supersets of the conditions (risk factors) in the rule such
that most subsets of the summary rule will be valid
rules in the original (unsummarized) set and these subset
rules imply similar risk of diabetes. More speciﬁcally, for
example, the second rule having 6 conditions represents
a set of 21 rules with 4, 5 or 6 conditions. Out of these 21
rules, 20 are actually present in the original rule set. Since
the summary rules represents 20 original rules, we deﬁne
the subpopulation covered by the summary rule as the
union of the subpopulations covered by the 20 original
rules. The resulting subpopulation has a relative risk of
1.34, leading to the an age-adjusted diabetes prevalence
of 10.62%.
TABLE 4
Rule set summarized by APPRX-COLLECTION described
by the number r of original rules covered, relative risk of
the subpopulations covered RR, the expected ER and
observed OR of diabetes incidents in the covered
subpopulation
r
1
20

RR
1.96
1.34

ER
36.24
271.71

OR
71
363

15
16
20

1.31
1.19
1.35

348.92
426.78
273.00

457
506
368

16
11
11
11
10

1.35
1.18
1.02
1.25
1.23

417.38
761.13
797.64
550.12
534.58

562
895
813
688
660

Rule
ﬁbra
bmi trigl acearb
statin aspirin htn
bmi trigl statin aspirin ihd
hdl trigl acearb aspirin htn
bmi sbp trigl acearb diuret
htn
bmi trigl bb diuret htn
bmi trigl acearb statin
hdl trigl diuret aspirin
bmi acearb htn ihd
bmi sbp ccb htn

The compression is successful from three perspectives. First, the summary rule correctly conveys the
idea that the covered patients are obese (bmi), have
higher triglyceride (trigl) levels, have hypertension
(htn) severe enough to warrant medication (acearb)
and have cholesterol problem (indicated by the statins
statin). Clearly some conditions can be omitted without changing the description: aspirin could have been
prescribed for any of the above conditions, the actual
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diagnosis of hypertension can also be deduced from the
ACE/ARB (hypertension medication) prescription.
Second, the achieved compression rate is high: 20
original rules are represented by a single summary rule.
Third, owing to the high compression rate, heart disease (ischemic heart disease, ihd) as a diabetes risk
factor appears in a high ranking (#3) rule. In the original
rule set, it only appeared in the 7th rule.
The high compression rate of the APRX-COLLECTION
algorithm has unfavorable consequences.
The ﬁrst such consequence is the dilution of the
risk factors. While the second summary rule correctly
captures the essence of the original rules #2 to #6, the
relative risk associated with this summary rule (1.34) is
not representative of the very high risks (in excess of 2.0)
that some of the original rules exhibited.
The second consequence is redundancy. Since APRXCOLLECTION considers only the expression of the rule,
it lacks information about which patients are already
covered. As a result, patients can get covered by multiple rules leading to rules with very similar conditions.
For example, the same hypertensive patients–receiving
a cocktail of hypertension drugs–get repeatedly reidentiﬁed based on the differences in the composition
of drugs cocktail (see rules 6 and 7).
In summary, the key advantage of the method is
its very aggressive summarization. The ﬁrst three rules
describe most groups of patients with high risk of diabetes. However, the summary lacks precision. Information about very-high risk subgroups is lost. Also, as we
shall see later, not all risk factors were captured.
5.2.2 RPGlobal
The main drawbacks of APRX-COLLECTION were the
redundancy in the rule set and the dilution of the
risk. The RPGlobal summarization is similar to APRXCOLLECTION in that it is chieﬂy concerned with the
expression of the rule, and hence it performs a very
aggressive compression. However, it addresses the two
drawbacks by taking patient coverage into account and
by constructing the summary from rules in the original
rule set (as opposed to an extended set). The summary
created by RPGlobal is displayed in Table 5.
Incorporating information related to patient coverage
helped reduce redundancy resulting in increased variability in the rules: heart conditions appeared as early as
in the ﬁrst rule and tobacco usage–a known important
risk factor–appears among the top 10 rules.
Using original rules only and hence slightly reducing
the compression rate led to the inclusion of rules covering high-risk subpopulation (rules 7 and 8). Unfortunately this also gave rise to some redundancy: rules 7
and 8 are essentially variants of each other.
5.2.3 Top-K
The Redundancy-Aware Top K (TopK) algorithm further reduces the redundancy in the rule set which was
possible through operating on patients rather than the

TABLE 5
Top 10 rules of the summarized rule set created by
RPGlobal in terms of relative risk RR, expected ER and
observed OR counts of diabetes incidents
RR
1.32
1.69
1.52
1.93
1.23
1.29
2.20
2.10
1.86
1.28

ER
38
32
35
35
52
42
25
25
34
42

OR
51
55
54
68
65
55
57
54
65
54

Rule
acearb bb statin aspirin htn ihd
bmi trigl acearb diuret htn
bmi bb statin aspirin ihd
trigl acearb statin aspirin htn
acearb bb diuret aspirin htn
sbp tchol acearb diuret htn
hdl trigl acearb aspirin htn
hdl trigl diuret aspirin htn
bmi acearb statin aspirin htn
bmi tchol hdl trigl tobacco

expressions of the rules. While this approach forfeited
the outstanding compression rates of the previous two
algorithm, TopK still achieves high compression rate (as
we will show in the next section) and it successfully
identiﬁed rules with high risk and low redundancy. The
TopK summary is shown in Table 6.
TABLE 6
Top 10 summarized rule created by the Top-K algorithm
RR
2.40
2.34
2.06
2.10
1.58
1.47
1.71
1.46
1.35
1.62

ER
21.70
24.33
25.78
25.74
37.97
45.52
43.28
317.03
36.93
32.16

OR
52
57
53
54
60
67
74
464
50
52

Rule
ﬁbra htn
bmi trigl acearb statin htn
bmi sbp ccb htn
hdl trigl diuret aspirin htn
bmi hdl ihd
sbp htn tobacco
bmi sbp trigl aspirin
bmi htn
tchol acearb bb diuret htn
sbp tchol trigl statin htn

The summary is remarkably good. It captures the
highest risk rule (rule #1), it identiﬁes heart disease (ihd
in rule #5) and also tobacco usage (in rule #8).
5.2.4 BUS
The summaries created by BUS (shown in Table 7) and
TopK are similar in quality. The BUS summary exhibits
less variability (it tends to use the same conditions:
bmi and trigl co-occur in 40% of the rules), but this
decreased variability does not translate into increased
redundancy in the patient space.
BUS (as opposed to TopK) operates on the patients and
not on the rules. Therefore, redundancy in terms of rule
expression can occur. However, BUS explicitly controls
the redundancy in the patient space through the parameter mandating the minimum number of new (previously
uncovered) cases (patients with diabetes incident) that
need to be covered by each rule. Thus the reduced
variability in the rule expression does not translate into
increased redundancy.
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TABLE 7
Top 10 summarized rule created by BUS
RR
2.40
2.34
2.15
2.10
1.91
2.00
1.63
1.54
1.36
1.37

ER
21
24
29
25
56
47
55
78
48
39

OR
52
57
64
54
107
94
91
121
66
54

Rule
ﬁbra htn
bmi trigl acearb statin htn
bmi trigl aspirin ihd
hdl trigl diuret aspirin htn
bmi trigl statin htn
bmi hdl aspirin htn
bmi statin ihd
bmi trigl tobacco
bb diuret statin aspirin htn
dbp diuret htn

The BUS rule set managed to include heart disease
earlier (rule #3) and with higher risk (2.15) than the
TopK rule set. Also, BUS implicates tobacco usage in a
combination of risk factors with higher relative risk than
TopK.
Overall, despite the differences in the algorithms, BUS
and TopK generate similar high-quality summaries.
5.3

Objective Evaluation

We use three objective measures to evaluate the four
summarization techniques. These measures are Sum
Squared Prediction Error, Restoration Error and Patient
Coverage, deﬁned below.
Sum Squared Prediction Error. We aim to assess how
accurately a set of rules can predict the excess risk of
diabetes for the patients (or only for the cases) relative
to the full rule set. Towards this end, we need to ﬁrst
compute a “gold standard” estimate of each patient’s
risk ỹi based on the entire original rule set I and then
compare the estimate ŷi obtained using the summary
rule set to ỹ.
We compute the “gold standard” estimate through a
boosted linear regression model using cross-validation.
The predictors of the model are rules in the original rule
set I and the outcome is the martingale residual y.
Given a summary rule set A, which is an ordered set
of rules, we make a prediction for patient i through the
ﬁrst rule Ai that covers patient i. The predicted value is
the subpopulation mean outcome on the training set
ŷi = ȳ(Ai ) = meanj∈DAi yj .
The sum squared prediction error (SSPE) is the
summed square difference between the risk predicted by
the summary rule set ŷi and the gold standard estimate
ỹi

SSPE =
(ŷi − ỹi )2 .
i

Restoration Error. We assess how well we can restore a
data set from a summary rule set A.
Let Di,j denote whether patient i possesses risk factor
j: Di,j = 1 if the patient possess the risk factor and 0

 i,j =
otherwise. Similarly, for a summary rule set A, let D
1, if there is a rule A in A such that A covers the risk
factor j and patient i. The restoration error is

 i,j |.
RE =
|Di,j − D
i

j

Patient Coverage. Patient coverage is simply the number
of patients (or alternatively, cases) who are covered by
any of the rules in the summary set A.
Figures 1, 2 and 3 depict the sum squared prediction
error, coverage and restoration error (respectively) for
each method as a function of the size of the summary
rule subset A . A summary rule subset A of size k consists of the ﬁrst k rules in the summary rule set A. In each
ﬁgure, the left pane corresponds to measurements only
on cases, the right pane corresponds to measurements
on all patients.
Figure 1 conﬁrms our previous observations. The main
differentiator in the sum squared prediction error is
whether the criterion applied by the method is primarily
based on the expression of the rules or on the subpopulation of patients covered by the rule. For small rule sets (5
to 20 rules), the rule-based schemes (APRX-COLLECTION
and RPGlobal) have lower accuracy (higher SSPE) than
others due to the dilution of the risk over a larger
subpopulation. However, as RPGlobal uses the original
rules in the summary (as opposed to extended rules),
its accuracy eventually improves as we can see by the
decreasing SSPE.
Methods with a rule-focused selection criterion tend
to produce more redundancy in their summaries. This
redundancy–with the exception of RPGlobal–leads to
overﬁtting and reduced accuracy (increased SSPE).
Consequently, TopK and BUS are the methods with
the lowest SSPE; TopK is performing slightly (relative to
e.g. APRX-COLLECTION) better.
Figure 2 depicts the number of patients covered by
each method. The left pane shows the coverage of patients with diabetes, while the right pane shows the
coverage of all patients. Given the aggressive summarization that APRX-COLLECTION performs, it clearly has
the best coverage. The little redundancy left in the BUSgenerated summary place it into second place, closing
the gap to APRX-COLLECTION for 25+ rules (at the cost
of increasing the prediction error). TopK performs well
for small number of rules (5 to 10) – as a result of its
redundancy-awareness.
Figure 3 depicts the restoration error. Some amount of
redundancy in the ruleset is beneﬁcial to achieving good
(low) restoration error. Accordingly, APRX-COLLECTION,
where each summary rule represents multiple original
rules, has the lowest restoration error, with BUS following it in second place.
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Fig. 1. Sum squared prediction error of the summarization methods as a function of the number of rules on cases
only (left pane) and on all patients (right pane).
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discovery of new knowledge. Association rule mining
coupled to a summarization technique provides a critical
tool for clinical research. It can uncover hidden clinical
relationships and can propose new patterns of conditions
to redirect prevention, management, and treatment approaches.
In our speciﬁc example, we used distributional association rule mining to identify sets of risk factors and
the corresponding patient subpopulations who are at
signiﬁcantly increased risk of progressing to diabetes. An
excessive number of association rules were discovered
impeding the clinical interpretation of the results. For
this method to be useful, the number of rules needed
to be reduced to a level where clinical interpretation is
feasible.
To this end, we studied four methods to summarize
these rules into sets of 10-20 rules that clinical investigators can evaluate.
While all four methods created reasonable summaries,
each method had its clear strength. However, not all of
these strengths are necessarily beneﬁcial to our application.
We found that the most important differentiator between the algorithms is whether they use a selection
criterion to include a rule in the summary based on the
expression of the rule or based on the patient subpopulation that the rule covers.
APRX-COLLECTION and RPGlobal primarily operate
on the expression of the rules with a primary objective
of maximizing compression. They use representative rules,
each of which represents a number of original rules.
Such representative rules achieve very high compression,
but dilute the risk of diabetes over the typically large
subpopulation they cover.
TopK and BUS operate primarily on the patients and
their objective–especially in case of TopK–can be thought
of as minimizing redundancy. They produced good summaries because a beneﬁcial side effect of reducing redundancy is to achieve good compression. The converse is
not true: high compression rate does not result in low
redundancy.
Between TopK and BUS, we found that BUS retained
slightly more redundancy than TopK, which allowed
it to have better patient coverage and better ability to
reconstruct the original data base. This advantage made
BUS the best suited algorithm for our purpose.
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